ABSTRACT This paper devotes to the image compression and encryption problems. We develop a novel hybrid scheme based on block compressive sensing. Concentrate on taking full advantage of the different frequency coefficients sparsity, the nonuniform sampling strategy is adopted to improve the compression efficiency. First, the discrete cosine transform coefficients matrices of blocks are transformed into vectors by zigzag scanning. The different frequency components are extracted in the front, middle, and back of vectors, respectively. Using the measurement matrices with different dimensions, the combination of lowand high-frequency components, together with the medium-frequency coefficients are compressed simultaneously. Second, the recombinational block measurements are re-encrypted by the permutation-diffusion framework. The logistic map is introduced for key stream generation. In order to accomplish a sensitive and effective cryptosystem, the control strategy for secret keys is employed. The simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme forms a high balance between reconstruction performance, storage and computational complexity, and hardware implementation. Moreover, the security analyses demonstrate the satisfactory performance and effectiveness of the proposed cryptosystem. The scheme can work efficiently in the parallel computing environment, especially for the images with medium and large size.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image encryption is an efficient and imperative solution to ensure the image information security and withstand various attacks by the hacker. Some researchers investigated the encryption architectures for secure image transmission using DNA coding [1] , asymmetric optical encryption [2] , cellular automaton [3] , etc. Because of the properties of chaotic system including ergodic and high sensitivity to initial conditions, some encryption algorithms chaosbased [4] - [7] were widely employed in the encryption
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process. Moreover, some researchers noticed the fact that noise-like or texture-like cipher images can easily catch hacker's attention and then be attacked, so the visually meaningful encryption schemes [8] , [9] were proposed to avoid the security weakness.
Recently, some image encryption schemes based on compressive sensing (CS) have been proposed. In general, these cryptosystems were regarded as the solutions for image compression and encryption simultaneously. Essentially, CS encryption framework is the linear measurement process of plaintext, and it also determines the quality of decrypted image. It could provide a secret layer when the measurement matrix is kept secret. Although CS framework can guarantee the computation secrecy [10] , it is vulnerable to the chosen-plaintext attack because of the linearity [11] . In the pursuit of better security performance, some hybrid cryptosystems based on CS and conventional encryption methods were investigated, such as combining with double random phase encoding (DRPE) [12] , [13] , elementary cellular automata [14] , visually meaningful ciphertext [15] and chaotic map [16] - [24] , etc.
For the purpose of better compression and reconstruction performance, some algorithms were exploited in the CS procedure. In [17] , Zhang et al. demonstrated the random permutation of sparse coefficients could effectively relax the restricted isometry property (RIP) for CS, and the reconstruction performance was enhanced around 2-6 dB at the same compression ratio. An image compression-encryption hybrid scheme based on the synthesis sparse model was proposed by Zhang et al. [22] . Via the overcomplete fixed dictionary and pixel-scrambling, the sparse representation could be obtained and re-encrypted. The simulation results validated a considerable compression performance with a good security. To decrease the data volume of encrypted image, 2D CS was employed in [23] and [24] . The plaint image was measured and encrypted twice via CS in two directions, so the encryption scheme could achieve better compression performance. In the abovementioned algorithms, CS framework was performed column by column, which was termed as parallel compressive sensing (PCS). However, the more computational time and memory storage are consumed as the dimension of image increasing.
To address this problem, a block compressive sensing (BCS) framework was proposed in [25] . The nonoverlapping blocks were represented in discrete cosine transform (DCT) or discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain and compressed using the same size measurement matrices. Some compression-encryption algorithms based on BCS were proposed. For example, in [26] , the image was first divided into some blocks, and then each block was encrypted with separate keys generated by linear feedback shift register (LFSR). The entropy encoding was performed as further security. Regrettably, more details and security analyses were not presented. In [27] , the plain image blocks were measured, and the quantized measurement vectors were re-encrypted by Arnold scrambling, mixing, S-box and block-wise XOR operation in sequence. All these steps could be carried out efficiently in the parallel environment.
However, although the block cipher structure could reduce the compression complexity and improve the performance, the sparse characteristic of block coefficient was neglected due to the common uniform sampling in BCS process. A nonuniform sampling strategy in BCS was proposed by Zhou et al. [28] . The high-frequency component of DCT coefficients was measured by common CS and low-frequency component was not compressed. A significant increase in performance was observed but robustness was weakened in the meantime.
In this paper, a novel image compression-encryption hybrid scheme is presented, which consists of two primary stages with the first is BCS phase and the second is re-encryption procedure. We focus on improving the compression efficiency via the nonuniform sampling model. Unlike the proposed algorithm in [28] , all frequency components are measured as different tactics to guarantee the robustness. Due to the ''energy compaction'' property of DCT, the coefficient matrix of each block is divided into three parts: the low-frequency component (LFC) located in the upper left corner, the high-frequency component (HFC) located in the lower right corner, and the relative ''mediumfrequency'' component (MFC) filled in the middle. The combination of LFC and HFC, together with MFC are compressed simultaneously with the different compression ratios. In the following re-encryption procedure, the compressed blocks are re-encrypted by the typical permutation-diffusion algorithm to enhance the security performance. In the encryption scheme, logistic map is employed for key stream generation. One key is used for constructing the measurement matrix of BCS, and three keys are utilized in the forward diffusion, permutation and backward diffusion procedure, respectively.
Our contributions are as follows: Firstly, the nonuniform sampling strategy in BCS phase can achieve the better performance by adjusting the parameters appropriately. Moreover, the identical measurement matrices are employed for different blocks, which is more suitable for parallel computing.
Secondly, the control strategy is introduced to solve the problem that cryptosystem is not sensitive to the BCS key. To be specific, one of re-encryption keys is controlled by the key of BCS. Numerical simulations and security analyses well validate the effectiveness and security of the proposed scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some fundamental knowledge is introduced in Section II. In Section III, the proposed encryption scheme is described. Simulation results are given in Section IV. Security performance analyses are presented in Section V. Finally, a brief conclusion is drawn in the last section.
II. FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE A. BLOCK COMPRESSIVE SENSING
The CS is a popular algorithm based on sparse theory, and it can sample and compress the signal simultaneously. Suppose that a 1-D signal x with length of N can be represented as:
where denotes the N × N orthogonal basis matrix and α is the transform coefficients of x in the domain. If there are K non-zero values, where K N , x is termed as K -sparse. The linear measurement process by matrix is denoted as:
where is a measurement matrix with size of M × N , y is a compressed vector with length of M , where M N . Based 22162 VOLUME 7, 2019
on Eqs. (1) and (2), the overall sampling process is as follows:
where is the sensing matrix, it is the product of and . If x is K -sparse, in order to recover x from y correctly, should satisfy the RIP condition [29] . The problem of estimating the sparse solution can be expressed as:
where ||α|| 0 denotes the l 0 -norm of α. This is a non-convex and NP-hard problem. It can be solved by converting a convex optimization problem [30] , so Eq. (4) can be transformed to
Several reconstruction algorithms have been proposed such as matching pursuit (MP), orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [31] , smoothed l 0 norm (SL 0 ) [32] and so on.
For two-dimensional image, BCS framework [25] was proposed by Gan et al. to decrease the computational cost and memory storage. Firstly, the image with size of N × N is divided into small non-overlapping blocks with size of B × B. Secondly, the coefficient matrix in the domain is transformed into one-dimensional vector x, and the corresponding output vector y can be written as:
where x i represents the vectorized signal of the i-th block through raster scanning. B is the measurement matrix with size of n B × B 2 , where n B = CR × B 2 , CR represents the compression ratio. For the whole image, the equivalent sampling operator is a block diagonal matrix taking the following form,
From above, one can see that a measurement matrix with size of n B ×B 2 is stored, rather than a full (CR×N 2 )×N 2 one. So BCS could save storage space. Besides, it could decrease the computation time and offer better reconstruction performance. However, there is a trade-off to determine the block dimension. It is worth noting that BCS will cause blocking artifacts in the partial block regions of reconstruction image, especially for the small block dimension or low compression ratio.
In the above measurement process, all the coefficients of block are measured by the same measurement matrix, which is regarded as uniform sampling. This model is simple but neglecting the sparsity of coefficients, which would affect the reconstruction performance. In this paper, similar to the JPEG compression process, the block DCT coefficient matrix is firstly transformed into vector by zigzag scanning, then LFC, MFC and HFC can be extracted in the front, middle and back of vector, respectively. LFC is the major factor influencing on recovery performance, however, it is not sparse. HFC is suitable to compress because of sparsity, but it have little or no effect on quality of reconstruction image.
If MFC and HFC are compressed, and LFC is transmitted directly, just like in [28] , the performance of algorithm is optimal. But the problem of poor robustness is hard to be solved, especially for noise and cropping attack. If LFC is compressed as well, the performance of reconstruction would decrease because it is not sparse. To seek the balance between robustness and recovery performance, we try to combine LFC and HFC into the low & high-frequency component (LHFC), so it is sparse enough to be compressed. Base on this spot, the nonuniform sampling and reconstructing scheme of BCS is proposed. The flow chart of nonuniform sampling model is shown in Figure 1 , and the detailed analyses of performance are described in Section IV.
B. LOGISTIC MAP
The chaotic system is often exploited in the image encryption process because it can generate the pseudorandom sequence and be sensitive to the initial value. The common chaotic system includes logistic map, tent map, Arnold map, hyper-chaotic system and so on. In this paper, logistic map is used to generate the pseudorandom sequence, and it is defined as:
when the parameter µ ∈ [3.57, 4], the slight variation of initial value would yield dramatically different results, that to say, the system is chaotic.
C. PERMUTATION
Permutation is an image encryption algorithm which locations of pixels are shuffled with the gray values unchanged. In this paper, the modified permutation algorithm [33] based on Arnold map is adopted to save computation time. The process is described as follows: (1) Resize the original image into 1-D vector; (2) Assume (1, j) is the initial coordinate position of pixel, according to Arnold map:
we can get,
(3) In Eq. (11), q is determined by two pseudorandom variables including b and (ab+1). To scramble the 1-D vector using Arnold map, the pseudorandom variable (ab + 1) can be regard as a new variable and still defined as a, that is:
so the (1, j) and (1, q) pixels are swapped according to Eq. (12). 
D. DIFFUSION
Diffusion is modifying the pixel values without changes of coordinate positions. In order to resist against the known-plaintext or chosen-plaintext attack, the diffusion is indispensable [11] . To enhance the effect of diffusion, in the paper, the diffusion process includes the forward and backward diffusion [33] , which is described as follows:
(1) Forward diffusion: Modify the pixel values of plain vector sequentially from the first pixel to the last pixel according to:
where C i , C i−1 , S i and P i are the output cipher-pixel, the previous cipher pixel, key stream and the current plain pixel, respectively. The corresponding inverse algorithm is Eq. (14)
(2) Backward diffusion: Modify the pixel values sequentially from the last pixel to the first pixel according to:
The corresponding inverse algorithm is Eq. (16):
III. THE PROPOSED CRYPTOSYSTEM A. ENCRYPTION PROCESS
The schematic of the proposed encryption scheme is illustrated in Figure 2 . It consists of two primary procedures including BCS and re-encryption. All of chaotic sequences are generated from logistic map, and the initial values serve as the secret keys. The partial Hadamard matrix is selected as the measurement matrix because it can achieve the high reconstruction performance and be friendly to hardware. The encryption process is described as follows:
PREPARATION
Construct the measurement matrix controlled by secret key [23] , the steps are as follows:
(1) Generate a chaotic sequence with length of 1000 + z by logistic map, where k 1 is the initial value and z is the length of desired chaotic sequence, then discard the preceding 1000 values and obtain the sequence
(2) Sort the sequence s with the ascending order and get the new sequence s . So we can obtain the partial Hadamard matrix controlled by initial value k 1 . Step 1: Divide the plain image P(M × N ) into several nonoverlapping blocks with size of m × n, considering the limitation of partial Hadamard matrix, where one of the dimensions can be divisible by 4, and the other can be divisible by 2, 3 or 5.
Step 2: For each block, compression procedure is described as follows:
(1) Scan the DCT coefficient matrix C1 with zigzag order and get a one-dimension vector α.
(2) Partition the vector α into three parts including LFC, MFC and HFC according to the proper proportion. Combine LFC and HFC into the vector α LH , and the MFC is named as α M .
(3) Compress the vector α LH and α M using the corresponding measurement matrices, and recombine the outputs into a vector β.
(4) Resize the vector β into the matrix C2 with size of m × n, where m = round(m × CR) and CR represents the average compression ratio for each block.
Step 3: Recombine these matrices together and obtain the matrix C3 with size of M × N , where M = round(M × CR).
Step 4: Before re-encryption, we must perform the quantization process [20] which could convert the values of C3 within the range of [0, 255] by the linear mapping, and the auxiliary parameters coff1 and coff2 are defined as:
where max and min are the maximum and minimum value of the matrix C3, respectively. So we can obtain the matrix C4 according to Eq. (19) .
where c 3i and c 4i are the i-th elements of C3 and C4, respectively.
Step 5: Re-encryption procedure is described as follows:
(1) Resize the matrix C4 into a vector γ 1 , then perform the forward diffusion process and obtain the vector γ 2 , where the pseudorandom sequence is generated by logistic map with the initial value k 2 .
(2) Scramble the pixels of γ 2 and obtain the vector γ 3 according to Eq. (12) . The permutation order comes from the pseudorandom index sequence generated by logistic map with the initial value k 3 .
(3) Perform the backward diffusion process using the initial value k 4 , and obtain the vector γ 4 , then resize the vector γ 4 into the matrix C5. This is just the final encrypted image.
B. DECRYPTION PROCESS
The decryption process is the inverse process of encryption. From the cipher image C, we can decrypt and reconstruct to get the plain image following the steps as below:
Step 1: Decrypt the cipher image as follows: (1) Reshape C into a vector δ 1 , then execute the inverse algorithm of backward diffusion according to Eq. (16) and obtain the vector δ 2 .
(2) Perform the inverse permutation and get the vector δ 3 . (3) Execute the inverse algorithm of forward diffusion according to Eq. (14), and obtain the vector δ 4 . Resize the vector δ 4 into the matrix P1.
Step 2: For P1, carry out the linear scaling according to Eq. (20) and obtain the matrix P2, where the parameters coff1 and coff2 are gotten from the sender.
Step 3: Divide the matrix P2 into several non-overlapping blocks with size of m × n.
Step 4: For each block, the reconstruction procedure is described as follows:
(1) Transform the block into vector ε, and then partition it into two parts ε LH and ε M according to the corresponding proportions.
(2) Reconstruct the LFC, MFC and HFC exploiting the corresponding measurement matrices.
(3) Recombine the different frequency components into a new vector, manipulate inverse zigzag order on it, and obtain matrix P3 with size of m × n.
(4) Apply inverse discrete cosine transform to P3 and get the block image P4.
Step 5: Recombine the matrices P4 and obtain the matrix P5 with size of M × N . This is just the decrypted image.
C. DISCUSSION
It is noteworthy that the relationship among secret keys. In Figure 2 , k 1 is used for constructing the measurement matrix to compress the block DCT coefficients, k 2 , k 3 and k 4 are used in the forward diffusion, permutation and backward diffusion procedure for the whole image, respectively. Assume these secret keys are independent of each other, which leads to a problem that the cryptosystem is not sensitive to k 1 . For example, when the deviation 1 × 10 −2 to k 1 in decryption system and others unchanged, the corresponding decrypted image is shown in Figure 3 . It is obviously that outline of decrypted image can be identified. The reason is that the compression and reconstruction are performed within the limits of block, so the deviation of k 1 only causes the error propagation within the corresponding block of decrypted image, not spread to the whole image.
To overcome this problem, we try to achieve the goal that the errors of each block can be propagated to the whole image. A feasible solution is to adopt the control strategy, specifically, one key of re-encryption is controlled by the BCS key. In the proposed cryptosystem, the secret keys are set as four random values from 0 to 1. Considering the output of logistic map also meet the above requirements, similar to Eq. (8), k 3 (or k 2 , k 4 ) can be defined as: In this way, the key of re-encryption would vary as the BCS key changing.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, four different images with size of 512 × 512 pixels: Lena, Pepper, Barbara and Baboon are served as plain images. All the experiments in this paper are conducted in a personal computer with Core i7-6700 CPU @2.90GHz, 8GB RAM. Software Version: MATLAB 2016a. Assume the proportions of LFC, MFC and HFC are defined as p 1 , p 2 and p 3 , respectively. For the whole image, the average compression ratio (CR) can be calculated by:
where cr 1 and cr 2 are corresponding compression ratios of LHFC and MFC. In the simulation, the parameters of chaotic system are k 1 = 0.23, k 2 = 0.94, k 4 = 0.61, µ = 3.99, respectively. The parameters of BCS are p 1 :p 2 :p 3 = 5:6:5, cr 1 = 12/16, cr 2 = 1/12 and the block size is 16 × 16. According to Eq. (22), CR = 0.5. In the reconstruction process, SL 0 algorithm is employed.
In order to evaluate the quality of decrypted images, the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is introduced as follows:
where MSE denotes the mean square error, and it is defined as:
where R(x, y) and I (x, y) represent the recovery image and input image, respectively. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4 , where the plain images, the corresponding histograms of plain images, the corresponding cipher images, the corresponding histograms of cipher images and the decrypted images are listed from the first to fifth row, respectively. The results indicate the validity of proposed cryptosystem.
A. THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT PARAMETERS ON RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE
In the nonuniform sampling scheme, the quality of recovery image is affected by such factors: the energy contributions of different frequency components and the corresponding compression ratios. In order to obtain the recovery image with higher quality, the parameters of Eq. (22) should be set up suitably. In general, cr 1 should be larger than cr 2 because the human eyes are more sensitive to low-frequency than medium and high-frequency components. The proportions of different frequency components should be established properly considering the characteristic of image. In Table 1 , the corresponding PSNR values of four images with different parameters are listed.
From the table, one can note that the reconstruction performance of image Lena, Pepper and Baboon decline as cr 1 decreasing, when the proportions are fixed. In another aspect, PSNR values of above three images increase as the LHFC proportion increasing, when cr 1 is fixed. But the opposite results can be indicated from the image Barbara. One possible reason is that there are plenty of tiny square and rhombic blocks in the image Barbara, however, MFC has the largest effect on the blocks edge reconstruction process. So we should adjust parameters in accordance with the specific characteristics of image so as to obtain the recover image with high quality.
B. ASSESSMENT OF RECONSTRUCTION DISTORTION BY QUANTIZATION
It is well known that CS would lead to the image distortion. In the proposed scheme, the quantization step is adopted before re-encryption, which would lead to the further distortion of image. To evaluate the influence of the measurement quantization on the image distortion, we investigate the difference between the reconstruction performance of schemes with quantization and without quantization. The 512 × 512 Lena is served as the original image and the results are plotted in Figure 5 . Due to the robustness property of BCS framework, the average loss in PSNR is around 0.1 dB. Especially for the low compression ratios, the losses are even negligible.
Thus the reconstruction distortion caused by quantization is perfectly acceptable.
C. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
For the purpose of processing the natural images in real time, the encryption and decryption procedure should be implemented as soon as possible. To estimate the time consumption of encryption scheme accurately, the simulation is carried out for 100 times, and average computation times of different size images with different block dimensions are listed in Table 2 . For comparison purpose, we also list the computation time of PCS framework. Table 2 indicates that: (1) For sender, the compression process accounts for 86 percent of total time when BCS framework is adopted. The compression procedure of PCS is performed much faster than that of BCS because the matrix multiplication is operated only one time. Regardless of BCS or PCS, the times of encryption and decryption grow longer with the size of image increasing because the whole image is re-encrypted. The time-consumption of cryptosystem derives from the workload of chaotic map iteration [34, 35] . (2) For receiver, the reconstruction process costs more than 95 percent of total time. Especially for 512 × 512 image, the reconstruction time of PCS framework is much longer than that of BCS. Because the reconstruction process is seeking the optimal solution, and the dimension of measurement matrix is larger, the more time is consumed. The similar conclusion has been confirmed in [19] . If the parallel model is employed, the compression and reconstruction time of BCS will decrease significantly.
D. SELECTION OF REASONABLE BLOCK DIMENSION
For the encryption scheme based on BCS, the large block dimension would offer better reconstruction performance, whereas require more memory in storage and more implementation time, so there is a trade-off to determine the block dimension. If the size of block is set as 32× 32, the vectorization processing would cost much more reconstruction time, so we only employ 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 block dimensions in the simulation, and the corresponding PSNR values are plotted in Figure 6 .
For the small image with 256 × 256, we can achieve the roughly equal performance adopting block dimensions 8 × 8 and 16×16, due to the less computation time, the selection of block dimension 8 × 8 should be reasonable. For the medium image with 512 × 512, the scheme adopting block dimension 16×16 would improve the PSNR values by around 0.3-1.6 dB at the same CR. Taking into account the reconstruction performance and efficiency, the selection of the block dimension 16 × 16 should be optimal.
E. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER TYPICAL IMAGE ENCRYPTION SCHEMES
In CS framework, the image compression and recovery performance is influenced by some factors including the measurement matrix, the sparse basis and reconstruction algorithm. So the absolutely fair comparison is difficult to execute. In this section, the proposed scheme based on nonuniform sampling in BCS (NS-BCS) by tuning parameters are compared with other three cryptosystem, including the scheme based on uniform sampling in BCS (US-BCS) framework, the random permutation for PCS (RP-PCS) proposed in [17] and the chaotic system for PCS (CS-PCS) proposed in [20] . The test image is Lena (256 × 256) and the reconstruction algorithm is adopted as OMP. The sparse representations of image are DCT except for DWT in CS-PCS. The performance is directly cited from the source report [20] or calculated by the corresponding algorithm (RP-PCS and US-BCS). The simulation results are plotted in Figure 7 .
From the figure, we can see that the recovery performance via US-BCS and RP-PCS algorithms are roughly equal. The result demonstrates that random permutation in PCS can effectively relax the RIP to enhance the reconstruction performance equal to US-BCS. However, the NS-BCS framework helps to improve the PSNR values by around 2 dB at the same CR. This due to the nonuniform sampling model could make the best of different frequency coefficients sparsity. In another aspect, these three algorithms can achieve the better reconstruction performance than CS-PCS when CR < 0.5, but the latter can reconstruct the image with a higher precision as CR increasing. The cause might be that DWT is the optimal sparse representation for signals with large scale. Synthesize the above comparison results, the proposed cryptosystem based on US-BCS could achieve better recovery performance than other typical encryption schemes, especially for the low compression ratios.
V. SECURITY PERFORMANCE ANALYSES
In this section, some security performance including key space, key sensitivity, plaintext sensitivity, statistical analyses and robustness analyses are discussed. In the simulation, the block dimension is 16 × 16, CR = 0.5, and other parameters are the same as what listed in Section IV.
A. KEY SPACE
According to the suggestion of [36] , the key space of a good encryption scheme should be larger than 2 100 to resist the brute-force attack. In the proposed cryptosystem, the independent secret keys are k 1 , k 2 and k 4 . According to the IEEE floating-point standard [37] , the precision of double-precision number is about 10 −15 , so the total key space can be calculated by Obviously, the key space of proposed scheme is large enough to prevent the exhaustive searching.
B. KEY SENSITIVITY
An efficient encryption scheme should be sensitive to the secret keys. If a tiny difference between decryption and VOLUME 7, 2019 encryption keys, the decrypted image should be distorted greatly. On the other hand, if the encryption keys change slightly, the encrypted images should show a significant difference.
1) KEY SENSITIVITY FOR DECRYPTION
In the proposed cryptosystem, k 1 , k 2 and k 4 are three independent keys, and k 3 is controlled by k 1 . Assume one secret key of decryption changes slightly 10 −14 with others unchanged, the corresponding decrypted images are shown in Figure 8 . (a1)-(a3), and the MSE curves for deviations are shown in Figure 8. (b1)-(b3) , where the 1 , 2 and 4 are the corresponding deviations from correct keys, respectively. It is obvious that the decrypted images using the keys with a tiny change cannot provide any perceptive information. So the decryption system is sensitive to the secret keys.
2) KEY SENSITIVITY FOR ENCRYPTION
Assume one secret key of encryption system changes slightly 10 −14 with others unchanged, the corresponding encrypted images are shown in Figure 8 . (c1) and (c2), the difference of two encrypted images is shown in Figure 8. (c3) . The results illustrate that a slight change of key can lead to the significant changes of encrypted images. So the encryption system is sensitive to the keys.
From the above results, the proposed cryptosystem is sensitive enough to the secret keys.
C. PLAINTEXT SENSITIVITY
Plaintext sensitivity is to test the influence of changing a single pixel in the original image on the cipher pixels. Two plain images with slight difference are encrypted by the same key, and the corresponding cipher images are compared each other. If there are not many differences between the corresponding cipher images, the cryptosystem has no great plaintext sensitivity, it generally could not resist against the known-plaintext or chosen-plaintext attack. In order to calculate the difference of two cipher images, the number of pixels' change rate (NPCR) and the unified average changing intensity (UACI) [38] are defined by Eq. (26) and (27), respectively. (26) where,
where the symbol I 1 (i, j) and I 2 (i, j) denote the pixel values located at grid (i, j) in the images I 1 and I 2 with size of M × N, respectively. According to [38] , for image encryption scheme with satisfactory property of diffusion, the values of NPCR and UACI should be close to 99.6094% and 33.4635%, respectively. In the simulation, P 1 and P 2 denote two plain images with one bit difference, C 1 and C 2 are the corresponding cipher images, the NPCR and UACI values of C 1 and C 2 are calculated. To eliminate the randomness, the experiment is carried out for 100 times, and the average results of four selected images are listed in Table 3 . One can see that the values of NPCR and UACI are all close to the desired value. The results illustrate that the proposed cryptosystem has great plaintext sensitivity to withstand the known-plaintext and chosen-plaintext attacks.
D. STATISTICAL ANALYSES 1) HISTOGRAM
As an important statistical feature of image, histogram is often adopted to evaluate the performance of encryption scheme. The frequency of each gray level should be fairly uniform in distribution to resist the statistical attack. In Figure 4 , the histograms of plain images and cipher images are plotted in the second and fourth row, respectively. As can be seen, the histograms of cipher images are nearly uniform, which illustrate the encryption algorithm is effective.
2) CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF TWO ADJACENT PIXELS
The correlation coefficient of two adjacent pixels is another important statistical feature of image. For a meaningful image, there is a strong correlation between adjacent pixels in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. On the contrary, there should be a weak correlation between adjacent pixels of cipher images. The correlation coefficient r xy is defined as follows:
where x i and y i are gray-level values of the selected adjacent pixels, and N is the number of sample pixels. In the simulation, 8000 pairs of adjacent pixels are selected randomly to calculate r xy in three directions. The comparison results with [14] , [20] , [21] , [24] are listed in Table 4 , meanwhile the distribution of r xy are plotted in Figure 9 . As demonstrated in Table 4 , the proposed scheme owns superiority in horizontal and vertical directions. From the figure, one can see that the regular distributions become disordered. The similar results verify that the strong correlations between adjacent pixels of plain image are weakened effectively by the proposed encryption algorithm.
E. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSES 1) NOISE ATTACK
It is inevitable that encrypted images are affected by all kinds of noises during the image transmission. Noises will add difficulties in recovering the plain image. So the robustness of the proposed cryptosystem against noise attack is considered here. For a fair comparison with the scheme based on PCS framework [19] , the simulation is carried out with the same parameters. The original image is Lena (512×512), CR = 0.5 and SL 0 algorithm is employed in the construction process. The cipher image Lena is contaminated by different noises including gaussian noise (GN), salt & pepper noise (SPN) and speckle noise (SN), and the normalized noise intensities are set as 0.000001, 0.000003, 0.000005 and 0.000007, respectively. The evaluation results of [19] and proposed scheme are plotted in Figure 10 .
From the figure, we can see that: (1) GN has the largest effect on the proposed scheme in three types of noises, the PSNR values are changing from 35.26 dB to 33.68 dB when the noise intensity changes from 0.000001 to 0.000007. The same conclusion can be drawn from [19] . ( 2) The proposed encryption scheme has the strongest capability to resist SPN, as the PSNR values remain approximately constant when the noise intensity changes. Meanwhile, it has a certain ability to resist SN attack, and the PSNR values vary from 35.51 dB to 34.67 dB (3) Comparing with the encryption scheme of [19] based on PCS, the NS-BCS framework could improve the construction performance around 4-8 dB while for the same noise type and intensity.
In conclusion, the above results illustrate the proposed cryptosystem has good robustness to noise attacks.
2) CROPPING ATTACK
The robustness of a cryptosystem against cropping attack is a significant requirement in image transmission. That is means the valuable information can be recovered effectively from the decrypted images under the influence of data loss. In the simulation, four cropping masks with different sizes are selected, which are shown in Figure 11 . (a1)-(a4), and the corresponding decrypted images are illustrated in Figure 11 . (b1)-(b4). With the data loss size varying from 32 × 32 to 80 × 80, the PSNR values of reconstruction images are changing from 22.67 dB to 15.30 dB. Thus the proposed cryptosystem could resist the local cropping attack to a certain degree.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an image cryptosystem based on nonuniform sampling in BCS for simultaneous encryption and compression is proposed. The simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme can save storage space, reduce the computation time and enhance the reconstruction performance. Comprehensive analyses show that security performance is satisfactory. The proposed cryptosystem is a compressionencryption hybrid solution which can work efficiently, especially for the medium and large images. In the simulation, the parameters of BCS are set up as a matter of experience, so it is difficult to draw a generic rule for different types of images. In the following work, we will investigate the adaptive learning algorithm [39] according to the statistical characteristic of images for general applicability.
